The permissive nature of blood brain barrier (BBB) opening in edema formation following traumatic brain injury.
The contribution of blood brain barrier opening to traumatic brain edema is not known. This study compares the course of traumatic BBB disruption and edema formation, with the hypothesis that they are not obligately related. Sprague-Dawley rats were divided into three groups: Group A (n = 47)--Impact Acceleration (IAM); Group B (n = 104)--lateral cortical impact (CCI); Group C (n = 26)--IAM + hypoxia & hypotension (THH). BBB integrity was assessed using i.v. markers (Evan's Blue, or gadolinium-DTPA). Edema formation was evaluated with gravimetry, and T1-weighted MRI. In IAM, BBB opened immediately but closed rapidly, and remained closed for at least the next 36 hours whilst 24-hour hemispheric water content (HWC) rose by 0.9% (p < 0.01). In CCI, BBB opened in both hemispheres for up to 4 hours; four hour HWC in the uninjured hemisphere was indistinguishable from Sham, where HWC in the injured hemisphere rose by approximately 1.5% (p < 0.005). We distinguished two THH animals based on Apparent Diffusion Coefficient (ADC) recovery: in ADC-recovery animals 4 hour cortical water content (CWC) was 80.4 +/- 0.6%, cf 81.4 +/- 1.3% in ADC-non-recovery (p < 0.05). In all animals the BBB was open, however two populations of permeability were seen which likely related to flow-limited extravasation of gadolinium. In IAM edema forms despite only brief BBB opening. Although there is diffuse BBB opening with lateral contusion, edema only forms in the injured hemisphere. In THH, edema formation in the face of a widely permeable barrier is driven by ADC changes or cell swelling. Edema formation clearly does not correspond with BBB opening and an open BBB is clearly not required for edema formation. However we hypothesize that a permeable BBB permissively worsens the process, by acting as a low resistance pathway for ion and water movement. These findings are consistent with our general hypothesis that edema formation after TBI is mainly cytotoxic.